“Thank You for Your Loving Hands”
Thank you for your loving hands, your loving heart,
your loving ways—
Thank you for the gifts you bring into the world each day.
And if you ever doubt yourself, remember us, who love you
well—
We know all the gifts you bring into the world each day.
So thank you for your loving hands, your loving heart,
your loving ways,
Thank you for the gifts you bring into the world each day.
—by Judy Fjell and Lisa Bregger

The Covenant
I commit myself:









to come to meetings when I possibly can, knowing that
my presence is important to the group
to honor the group by letting the leader know if I will be
absent, and to come to the group one last time and say
good-bye if I need to quit
to avoid cross talk, giving feedback or trying to fix anyone
to share with the leader the responsibility for good group
process by watching how much time I take to speak and
noticing what is going on for others
to not gossip about what is shared in the group, and not
tell other people’s stories
to listen to what others share with an open heart, and to
share deeply in my turn

Covenant Groups
The Occult

The word occult comes from the Latin word occultus (clandestine,
hidden, secret), referring to “knowledge of the hidden.” For most
practicing occultists, it is simply the study of a deeper spiritual
reality that extends beyond pure reason and the physical
sciences.

The Occult
Chalice Lighting

Deep Sharing and Deep Listening

The gathering process is a miracle to behold! Blades of grass become
a magnificent prairie! Flowers become beautiful gardens! And we
human beings gather together, and by our togetherness become a
beloved community!
—Alexander Meek, Jr.

Round 1: Share a time when you or someone close to you participated
in or became involved in an activity you would describe as occult.
Round 2: How has your perception of the occult changed as a result of
this study?
Round 3: Share anything that our discussion has brought up for you.

Sharing of Joys and Sorrows

Closing Words

Silence

Now with gladness in accomplishment, and with perseverance in life’s
adventure, we push on. Onward, with respect for our yesterdays.
Onward, with praise for today. Onward, with hope for tomorrow.
—Steve J. Crump

Silence, holding ourselves and each other in silent support.

Shared Readings
There are certain things for which civilization has no answer. But if
you choose to meddle thus, then you must be prepared to face the
consequences, whatever they are.
—Jimmy Sangster
There is a gap between what we know and what we feel. Many feel
the occult can bridge that gap. It can take us beyond ourselves, to
the infinite.
—The Occult Experience
The joy of life consists in the exercise of one’s energies, continual
growth, constant change, the enjoyment of every new experience.
To stop means simply to die. The eternal mistake of mankind is to set
up an attainable ideal.
—Aleister Crowley
Interpretations of the occult, such as may be set forth in a book . . .
are less descriptions of reality than symbolic working models devised to
display and illustrate the impact of the real upon the human microcosm.
They might be considered to be prefaced by the words: It is as if . . .
—Hugh Shearman

Closing Song
“Thank You for Your Loving Hands”

Group Business
Homework for the next meeting.

Homework: The Occult
This session focuses on recognizing and understanding the occult in our lives.
OCCULT: A set of mostly unrelated divination and/or spiritual practices or activities that appear to tap into forces
that have not been explained by science, and which are not conventional practices seen in traditional religions.
Through the twentieth century, the psychic/occult movement has grown and diversified widely. Each
generation has produced a host of psychics with variant revelations and a wide range of attitudes towards
the dominant Christian perspective in society.
—J. Gordon Melton, A New Handbook of Living Religions
It is a mistake to consider any belief more liberated than another. It is the possibility of change which is
important. Every new form of liberation is destined to eventually become another form of enslavement for
most of its adherents. There is no freedom from duality on this plane of existence, but one may at least
aspire to a choice of duality.
—Peter J. Carroll, Liber Null and Psychonaut: An Introduction to Chaos Magic
OCCULT: Beyond the realm of human comprehension; inscrutable.
A turkey is more occult and awful than all the angels and archangels. In so far as God has partly revealed to
us an angelic world, he has partly told us what an angel means. But God has never told us what a turkey
means. And if you go and stare at a live turkey for an hour or two, you will find by the end of it that the
enigma has rather increased than diminished.
—Gilbert K. Chesterton
That against which we have set up compulsive resistance is the unknown. And the unknown is the occult.
The occult does not underlie only things outside us. It is within ourselves.
—Hugh Shearman
OCCULT: matters regarded as involving the action or influence of supernatural or supernormal powers or some
secret knowledge of them.
Possibly there are few imaginative writers who have not a leaning, secret or avowed, to the occult. The
creative gift is in very close relationship with the Great Force behind the universe; for aught we know, may
be an atom thereof. It is not strange, therefore, that the lesser and closer of the unseen forces should send
their vibrations to it occasionally; or, at all events, that the imagination should incline its ear to the most
mysterious and picturesque of all beliefs.
—Gertrude Atherton, The Bell in the Fog and Other Stories
Eye of newt and toe of frog,
Wool of bat and tongue of dog,
Adder’s fork and blind-worm’s sting,
Lizard’s leg and owlet’s wing,
For a charm of powerful trouble,
Like a hell-broth boil and bubble.
—Shakespeare
OCCULTISM: the study of occult practices including (but not limited to) magic, alchemy, extrasensory perception,
astrology, spiritualism, and divination.
Different groups might view an occultic practice, such as Tarot card readings, in very different ways:





Evangelical or fundamentalist Christians might see them as dangerous
Some Wiccans might see them as an integral component of their religion
A Unitarian Universalist might see them as a harmless hobby or pastime

OCCULTISM: has its basis in a religious way of thinking, the roots of which stretch back into antiquity and which may
be described as the Western esoteric tradition. Its principal ingredients have been identified as Gnosticism, the
Hermetic treatises on alchemy and magic, Neo-Platonism, and the Kabbalah, all originating in the eastern
Mediterranean area during the first few centuries AD.
—Nicholas Goodrick-Clarke, Ontario Consultants on Religious Tolerance

Interpretation of occultism and its concepts can be found in the belief structures of various religions, such as
Gnosticism, Hermeticism, Wicca, Satanism, Thelema, and Neopaganism.
Upon reflection, the writer of this session has come to question where “occult” ends and “traditional religions”
begin. A possible interpretation might be that all religion—traditional or not—is in fact occult, that is, connected to
inscrutable forces that have not been explained by science, and whose very existence has not been demonstrated
scientifically.

Questions to Ponder


What activities have you either participated in or been asked to participate in that you would say fit into the
definition of occult?



What are your feelings about such practices, e.g., do you believe they are beneficial to participants or do
they provide a crutch?



How are recent events occult, such as: channeling, automatic writing, Carl Jung’s writing about the
“collective unconscious” and archetypes, or not watching a Jets game because “I seem to bring them bad
luck?”



What about mass suicide based on the expectation that a space ship is hiding behind a meteor and will
transport believers to a better place? Where do “occult” and “cult” overlap?

Leader’s Guide: The Occult
This session focuses on recognizing and understanding the occult in our lives.

Chalice Lighting (2 min)
Ask someone to read the chalice lighting reading found in the bulletin as you light the chalice.
The gathering process is a miracle to behold! Blades of grass become a magnificent prairie! Flowers become
beautiful gardens! And we human beings gather together, and by our togetherness become a beloved
community!
—Alexander Meek, Jr.

Sharing of Joys and Sorrows (10 min)
Ask group members to check in, telling in one or two sentences how they are doing this week. Share information
about absent members.

Silence (3 min)
Give your group the gift of three minutes of silence. Time it if you would like.

Shared Readings (5 min)
Have each person in turn read from the shared readings found in the bulletin until all the readings are finished.

Deep Sharing and Deep Listening (65 min)
Do three rounds of deep sharing and deep listening. Pay close attention to the time allotted each person to ensure
that everyone gets a turn to share.
Round 1 (10 min): Share a time when you or someone close to you participated in or became involved in an activity
you would describe as occult.
Round 2 (40 min): How has your perception of the occult changed as a result of this study?
Round 3 (15 min): Share anything that our discussion has brought up for you.

Closing Words (1 min)
Read or ask someone to read the closing words.
Now with gladness in accomplishment, and with perseverance in life’s adventure, we push on. Onward, with
respect for our yesterdays. Onward, with praise for today. Onward, with hope for tomorrow.
—Steve J. Crump

Closing Song (1 min)
“Thank You for Your Loving Hands”

Group Business (5 min)
Pass out the homework for next time.

